ENVIRONMENTAL WORK INSTRUCTIONS
QUIZ
Name:

Date:

Directions:
1)

EMS
06

Circle or briefly write the best answer for each question.
True

False

Crystal Clean is a licensed waste hauler.

2) Where are Saginaw spill cabinets located?
a. Near paint booth, secondary containment building, and time clocks
b. Near paint booth, welding area, and time clocks
c. Near paint booth, welding area, and secondary containment building
3) Where are Fenton spill cabinets located?
a. Near paint booth and right next to time clocks
b. Near paint booth and East shop wall, next to the MSDS books
c. Near paint booth and next to supervisor’s office
4) What are Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)?
a. Shipping papers for waste
b. Papers that provide information about a product’s hazards and recommended safety
precautions
5) Where are Saginaw’s Environmental Work Instructions located?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Shop computers
Yellow kiosks/stands
In Shipping & Receiving
Both A and B

6) Where are Fenton’s Environmental Work Instructions located?
a.
b.
c.
d.

Shop computers
Display cabinet by shop time clock
In Shipping & Receiving
Both A and B

7)

True

False

Paint filters are thrown in the regular trash after they are completely dry.

8)

True

False

Using paper towels to clean parts before painting is OK if you’re using
lacquer thinner

9) What happens to the remaining contents of aerosol cans?
a. The can and remaining contents are thrown in the trash
b. The contents are removed using Aerosolv unit and the can is thrown in the trash
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10) Absorbents (socks and mats) used to clean up oil that are dripping or have free-flowing liquids
coming out of them can be:
a. Thrown in the trash as is.
b. Thrown in the trash ONLY after being wrung out into an appropriate container.
11) True

False

Oil-dri that is oozing oil can be placed in the trash as is.

12) You have used a red shop rag to clean parts before painting, what do you do with it when done?
a. Throw it in the trash as long as there are no free-flowing or dripping liquids present.
b. After it has dried, place it in a red used shop rag can for laundering.
13) Where are hazardous wastes collected?
a. In a barrel labeled “Hazardous Waste” in or near the paint booth
b. In a barrel labeled “Used Oil” in the secondary containment area/building
14) Where are liquid industrial wastes collected?
a. In a barrel labeled “Hazardous Waste” in or near the paint booth
b. In a barrel labeled “Used Oil” in the secondary containment area/building
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